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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents an evaluation on the integration of Neural Network
Hardware to PC [ 1] and a solution to the cache coherence problem. An evaluation is
measured by determining clock cycles in CPU operation compared to mixed CPUANN mode. Cache coherence problem is resolved by hardware-based . protocol
executed on an additional cache consistency controller.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, DRAM works by sequential operation, which does not match with the
CPU speed. An improvement of applying Artificial Neural Network into this sequential
operation has gained a lot of attention in order to relieve CPU-to-DRAM bottleneck.
There are other extensive works that utilize neural networks as hardware computing units
[2][3] or integrate neural network computation on a multiprocessor system [4][5].
Typical simulation of neural network computation uses sequential programming
because conventional sequential computers are more suitable for some aspects, such as,
large and accurate data storage and logic data processing. Besides, the conventional
computer standards are already developed and well defined. However, simulating neural
network by using sequential programming hides the parallel operation of neural network.
Then, a solution to the limitation of efficient parallel operation is an integration of
network hardware as a co-processor to a conventional PC [ 1].
This paper is based on a previous work, An Efficient Approach to Engage Neural
Net Hardware to PC [1]. This work is designed to solve a memory bandwidth bottleneck

problem by adding ANN hardware to conventional PC as a special processor. The ANN
hardware can simultaneously access multiple memory banks in a parallel operation.
Then, the benefit of a parallel operation in neural net hardware is fully exploited.
From previous work [l], there are two unsolved issues i.e. the model's
performance evaluation and cache coherence problem. These issues are solved here as
following:
1. The model's performance. Performance evaluation is done by software

simulation. A simulation program is created by using assembly language. It works by

comparing Pentium clock cycles between sequential parts and mixed sequential-parallel
parts. The main factors that are used for performance investigation are number of input
vectors, number of input nodes, number of hidden nodes and number of output nodes.
2. Cache coherence problem. Cache coherence problem occurs because DRAM
uses 1/0 bus as an alternative way to update data in a parallel operation, but cache
memory still uses CPU/Memory bus in a sequential update operation. When DRAM is
updated, the cache is still unaltered, so the cache coherence problem occurs. A solution of
this inconsistency problem is to implement a cache coherence controller.
Thus, this paper presents two main topics:
1. A performance evaluation on the model that is presented in [1].

2. Solution of the cache coherence problem.
The rest of this work is organized as follows: Chapter 2, discusses the objective of
this thesis. Chapter 3, describes the technical background. Chapter 4, provides thesis
overview. Chapter 5, presents performance evaluation of Neural Net Hardware. Chapter
6, presents a solution of cache coherence problem. Finally, the conclusions are in Chapter
7.

2

CHAPTER 2: OBJECTIVE
This chapter is devoted to the objective of this thesis. Section 2.1 presents an
evaluation of the Integrating Neural Net Hardware to PC and section 2.2 presents a
solution of cache coherence problem.
The work in [ 1] addressed a bottleneck problem due to the fact that the typical
PCs work as sequential operations and they are supplied with limited memory bandwidth
of conventional PC. The solution to such a problem is also introduced in [1] as an
integrated RAM-ANN hardware module. However, two key topics were not discussed
and solved in that work: the evaluation of this scheme and investigation in cache
coherence problem.
From this point, this thesis will explain these two issues, i.e. performance
evaluation of Neural Net Hardware integrated to PC and establishment of cache
consistency controller as hardware-based scheme to solve the cache coherence problem.
This chapter will discuss the main objective of this study.
2.1 Performance evaluation of the model

After we designed the model of Integrating Neural Net Hardware to PC to
solve a bottleneck problem, the performance evaluation is necessary to determine the
feasibility of this model. A simulation is adopted for this work. From this evaluation, the
results of the simulation generates the following two issues:
1.Result of comparison between using only sequential part (CPU) and mixed
sequential-parallel (CPU-ANN mode).
2. The important factors that affect to this model.

3

2.2 A solution of cache coherence problem
The problem can occur where either cache line is updated but the memory line is
not updated, or the memory line is updated but the cache line is not updated [13]. There
are several techniques to maintain cache coherence for each case. The applied methods
can be divided into two classes as hardware-based protocols and software-based schemes.
From [ 1] that we have discussed in the past. The cache coherence problem occurs
when Neural Net Hardware updates data at DRAM as a parallel operation, while cache
memory is updated in sequential processing. In addition, it also occurs when DRAM is
updated by ANN module, but cache memory is not updated, because DRAM uses 1/0 bus
as alternative way to update data.
After cache coherence problem occurs, some addresses in cache memory may not
be consistent with DRAM. This invalid cache memory data could cause further problems.
Therefore, the solution is designed by implementing cache consistency controller
as a hardware-based protocol to solve the cache coherence problem.

Conclusion
The objective of this work is to evaluate the performance of Integrating Neural
Net Hardware to PC model. This evaluation adopts a programming simulation to evaluate
the performance of this scheme. The cache coherence problem will be resolved by
additional hardware-based protocol.

4
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CHAPTER 3: TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
In this chapter, the technical background of this work is discussed, Section 3 .1
presents an Artificial Neural Network, which provides a basic of neural network, an
example of learning of ANN and multilayer feedforward network. Section 3.2 discusses
Pentium Processors details, and instruction code and clock cycle are also briefly
discussed. Section 3 .3 and 3 .4 presents C programming language and an assembly
programming language, respectively.
3.1 Artificial Neural Network

The basic of neural network may be divided into two categories [9]: the
architecture and functional properties or neurodynamics. The architecture is network
structure or number of artificial neurons in the network. The neurodynamics properties
are, how the neural network learns, recalls, associates, recognizes and so on. Neural
network processes information based on parallel processing from complex information
into basic element.
The benefits of neural networks [15] are; Nonlinearity, Input-Output Mapping,
Adaptivity.Evidential Re.\ponse.
Implementation,

Un~fvrmity

Contextual

Information.

Fault

Tolerance.

VLSI

ofAnalysis and Design, Neurobiological Analogy and so on.

From the existing work [2], the hardware is implemented as neural co-processor
connected to a SUN workstation via parallel interface, and in [1] adding hardware as a
special processor to Conventional PC. The benefit of both works [ 1] and [2] is the fully
exploited parallel operation.
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3. 1. 1 Basic Model of a Neuron

The definition of artificial learning networks [14] as physical cellular networks
that are able to acquire, store and utilize experimental knowledge, which has been related
to the network· s capabilities and performance and the basic elements in neuron, have a
set of input, weighted, bias term, nonlinearity and output.
3. 1. 2 Learning in Artificial Neural Networks

Leaming in neural networks is important in both biological and artificial networks
[9]. That is, a relatively permanent change in behavior brought about by experience and
an input-output mapping from a set of examples is needed. Leaming methodology can be
divided into two groups as Supervised Leaming and Unsupervised Leaming.
a) Supervised Learning

During the training mode of neural network computation, the inputs are applied to
finding the result in output response. The output response is compared with a desired
output signal and if they are different, the neural network generates errors signal and
calculate until the error signal is minimized or equals zero. The errors minimizing process
have a special circuit known as a teacher or supervisor [16].

II

Input

Teacher

Learning
System ____I

Figure 3-1. Supervised Leaming model
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Output

b) Unsupervised Learnh1g

Unsupervised learning or Self-organized learning does not require a teacher or
supervisor [ 16], that is, there is no target output. They organize the pattern into categories
or groups. The groups are based on colors, shapes or materials consistency or some other
properties.

Learning
System

Input

Output

Figure 3-2. Unsupervised Learning model

3.1.3 Multilayer Feedforward Nenvorks

The Multilayer feedforward is one of feedforward class [ 16]. The architecture has
one or more hidden layers, whose computation nodes are correspondingly called hidden
neurons or hidden units. The function of hidden unit is intervened between the external
input and the network output. An application of Multilayer feedforward has several ways
[16]; for instance, industrial entrepreneurs found a wealth of successful application,
accelerator boards to speedup network simulation on personal computer and so on .

•

Input

Hidden

Output

layer

layer

layer

Figure 3-3. Multilayer Feedforward Networks Architecture
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3.2 Computer Architecture
3.2.1 Pentium Processor

The Pentium processor is the newest microprocessor oflntel's production[lO][l 1]
[12].It is compatible with the other Intel xxx86 microprocessor. Its size can be compared
with the Intel386 or the Intel486 processor. The package grew from 168 pins on Intel486
to 273 pins, data bus size is doubled. Then the 64-bits data bus, allows the faster datatransfer rate to memory. The innovations of the Pentium processor include:
Superscalar Architecture. The Pentium uses superscalar architecture, which

means the processor contains more than one execution unit. It has two executions
pipelines, each capable of performing are independent integer operation, that means it can
execute two instructions during each clock cycle. Utilizing both pipelines reduces overall
execution time and avoid leaving some of the chips idle.
Separate Data and Code Caches. The data cache has dual ports (one port per one

pipeline), while tags have triple ports. The data cache uses the MESI protocol algorithm,
which ensures the consistency of data in both cache and main memory. The data cache
also employs a write-back configuration. Write-back caching allows writers to update
cache without the need to access main memory, as with older write-through policy.
The code cache holds the instructions that have been fetched from the external
bus.The branch target and prefetch instruction buffers are used to supply instruction to
the execution units. The code cache uses its own TLB to convert linear address into
physical addresses.
High-Pe1formance Floating Point Unit. The Pentium's floating point unit

performs much faster than previous floating units because many of the instructions are
now hardwired, meaning special circuits have been added that are dedicated to execution
8

of these specific instructions without the need for slower microcode routines. This helps
speed up math-intensive operations required by advanced software programs, such as
computer-aided design packages and so on.
Code Cache
8 KBytes

--

Branch
Prediction
I

256 bits

Prefetch
Buffers
64 pits

64-bit Bus
Interface

-

32

32

v pipe

u pipe

~

lnterger
ALU

lnterger
ALU
64 bits

Floating point
Unit

32

32

I

Register

I

Integer Register
File
Multiplier

Adder

~-""--

Data Cache
8 KBytes

Divider

Figure 3-4. Pentium processor block diagram.

64-Bits Data Bus. The 64-bits data bus doubles the 486 data bus. This data bus is

also pipelined, which reduces a bottleneck problem in the external system by providing
more time for external circuitry to process the bus cycle.
Branch Prediction. Dynamic branch prediction is a technique normally found in

mainframe computers. The branch prediction section is responsible for predetermining
the most likely group of instructions needed for a branch routine.
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Data Integrity and Error Detection. The Pentium contains parity generation,

checks both addresses and data, performs internal parity, finally checks to determine if
any parity errors have been generated.
3.2.2 Instruction Code and Clock Cycle

Instruction codes are included instruction sets of processor [ 1O] and instruction
sets of arithmetic coprocessor. The instructions are a brief description of the purpose's
instruction. In assembly language, coding of each instruction and any other data is
required to form the instruction; for example, the displacement, immediate data, memory
and register.
Table 3-1. Example of Processor Coding
r-.

! Format
I

DEC reg8

Example

Microprocessor

Clock

DEC BL

80486

1

Pentium

1or3

80486

42

Pentium

10

--·

IMUL reg,imm

IMUL CX,16

The arithmetic coprocessor executes over 68 different instructions. Whenever
coprocessor instructions refer to the memory, the microprocessor automatically generates
the memory address for the instruction. The coprocessor uses the data bus for data
transfers during coprocessor instruction and the microprocessor uses its normal
instructions.(More details in Appendix A)
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Table 3-2. Example of Coprocessor Coding
Format

Example

Microprocessor

Clock

FDIV

FDIV DATA

80486

8-89

Pentium

39-42

80486

8-35

Pentium

1-7

FSUB

FSUB ST,ST(2)

L
•

DRAM

DRAM is abbreviated from Dynamic Random Access Memory [12], which is the
main memory in PC. It uses charge levels on the capacitance of the MOSFETs and if the
capacitance is very small, the charge level must be refreshed within a certain period;
otherwise, the data may change as a result ofleakage of the capacitance.
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Figure 3-5. DRAM block diagram
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3.3 C programming language
C programming language is called a middle-level computer language [17]. A
middle-level language gives parameters a minimal set of control and data manipulation
statements that they can use to define high-level constructions.
3.4 Assembly programming language
Assembly programming language [6] is written in a symbol that an assembler
translates directly into the computer's machine instructions, which the bits in memory tell
the computer where to go and what to do when it arrives.
Assembly language will always be needed in some situations: someone enjoys
programming that has control over machine or who is aware of the program· s logical and
physical structure. The source code for assembly language is divided into three
categories: the module level, the segment level and the procedure level.
Each level has its own consideration, which can work for against the goal
of fast, compact and bug-free MASM application.
Conclusion
The benefits of neural networks may apply in various areas as. signal processing,
pattern recognition, speech recognition, medical, control and business and so on.
The Pentium processor is the newest microprocessor of Intel's production. The
innovations of Pentium processor include: Superscalar Architecture, Separate data and
Code caches so on.
The instructions are a brief description of the purpose's instruction. Each
instruction code may work with various operands and may spend different amount of
Pentium clock cycles. C and Assembly programming languages are used to evaluate the
Neural Net Hardware in this thesis.
12

CHAPTER 4: THESIS OVERVIEW
Last chapter was focused on the technical background, which outlines the
fundamental frameworks for this thesis. This chapter describes thesis overview. Section
4.1 presents the concrete problem definition. Section 4.2 presents a strategy for solving
the problems.
4.1 Concrete problem definition

This study works on a performance evaluation of Neural Net Hardware integrated
to conventional PC and a solution to the cache coherence problem.
1. Pe1jormance Evaluation of Neural Net Hardware. This is the way to monitor
and measure the performance of the scheme that is integrated to PC. Therefore, an
assembly programming simulation is used as an equipment to acquire the result, because
this thesis uses CPU clock cycle counting as the main basis in performance measurement.
2. A solution to the cache coherence problem. This problem is solved by applying
an additional cache consistency controller as a communicator between ANN controller
and cache controller.
4.2 Strategy for solving the problems
4.2.1 Performance evaluation of Neural Net Hardware

The proper programming language to evaluate this model
programming. An evaluation of the proposed model

IS

IS

measured by accumulating

Pentium clock cycle usage for each instruction.
The following steps show the algorithm of the evaluation:
l .The test mode part of Neural Net simulator program is written in C/C++
language.

13

assembly

2.Compiles the program into an assembly language [6].
3.Simulates the instruction code executions based on Pentium clock cycles.
4.Accumulates the Pentium processor clock cycles for each program.
5.Compare Pentium processor clock cycles between sequential parts and mixed
sequential-parallel parts execution. The analysis will be conducted to obtain the speedup
criteria

CPU

'"r--~~---C-P-U--M-e~
1-D-RAM

Bus

~!roller

L_

[

SIMM Sockets

~Bank
[L_
__
Selector

Contension
Resolver

I~

•_J
D

)-

)address

c

-}ANN Module~

n independent
memory banks

Figure 4-1. The Model combined DRAM/ANN architecture to evaluate performance
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Algorithm for Evaluation Neural Hardware -PC Integration
Step 1 set parameter and array
Set N = input character
Set inputNode = I 0
Set hidden Node = I 0
Set outputNode = I 0
Input I [N][inputNode]
Input2[N] [hidden Node]
Weight I [inputNode][hiddenNode]
Weight2[hiddenNode ][ outputNode]
Output[N][ outputNode]
THRESHOLD I 0.5
THRESHOLD2 0.5

Step 2 read input
for (inti= 0; i < N; i++ ) {

//input char

for (int j = 0 ; j < inputNode; j++) {

//inputNode

input I [i]Li] = readlnputFromfile() ;

Step 3 read weightl, input and hidden
for (inti= 0; i < inputNode; i++ ) {
for (intj = 0 ;j < hiddenNode;j++) {

//input Node.
//hiddenNode

weight I [i]Li] = readweight l From file( ) ;
15

}
}

Step 4 read weight2, hidden and output
for (inti= 0 ; i < hiddenNode; i++ ) {
for (intj = 0 ;j < outputNode;j++) {

//hiddenN ode
//outputNode

weight2[i]lj] = readweight2Fromfile() ;
}

}
Step 5 computationl, input and hidden
for (int k = 0; k < N; k++) {

//input char.

for (int j = 0 ; j < hiddenNode; j++) {

//hiddenNode

sum= O;
for (inti= 0 ; i < inputNode; i++) { //inputNode
sum= sum+ (Inputl [k][i]*Weightl [i]lj]);
Input2[k][i] = 1/(1+ exp( 0- (sum+ THRESHOLD!)));

Step 6 compuation2, hidden and output
for (k = O; k<N; k++) {

//input char.

for (j = O;j<outputNode;j++) {
double sum = O;

16
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for (i = O; i<hiddenNode; i++) }//hiddenNode
sum= sum+ (Input2[k][i]*Weight2[i]LJ]);
Output[k][i] = 1/(1+exp(0 - (sum+THRESHOLD2)) );
}
}
}

4.2.2 A solution of cache coherence problem

Figure 4-1.illustrates how ANN controller attached on the 1/0 buses and show
how ANN controller controls by ANN module. The cache coherence problem will be
solved as follows;
I .CPU commands ANN module in the same way as any peripheral 1/0 equipment
by OUT instruction [10].
2.When CPU transmits the addresses that are updated in DRAM by 1/0 bus these
addresses are stored in cache consistency controller's registers [7][ 1O][11].
3.When the addresses that are updated in DRAM are kept in a cache consistency
controller, this controller will notify to cache controller to invalid or flush the address
location in cache memory if this address is the same as the address in cache memory [ 13].
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Figure 4-2. The Model of A solution of cache coherence problem.

Conclusion

The concrete problem definition describes the performance evaluation of Neural
Net Hardware and a solution of cache coherence problem. The model from work [l] is
evaluated by an assembly programming simulation. A simulation of the instruction codes
is executed based on Pentium clock cycles. Finally, we accumulate the total Pentium
clock cycle and compare processor cycle between sequential part and mixed sequential18

parallel execution to investigate the important factors that are effecting both sequential
and parallel parts.
The cache consistency controller is designed to keep the addresses that are
updated in DRAM. If these addresses are the same as the address in cache memory, then
this controller will notify to cache controller to invalidate address location in cache
memory

19

CHAPTER 5: PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF
NEURAL NET HARDWARE
Last chapter discussed a concrete problem definition and a strategy for solving
this problem. In this chapter, there are details as following, section 5.1 presents details of
a performance evaluation and analysis of the model and section 5.2 provides results and
analysis.

5.1 Performance evaluation and analysis of the model
In this section, we will have a clock cycle for CPU and mixed CPU-ANN mode,
CPU is a sequential computation but mixed CPU-ANN mode is a mix sequential- parallel
execution.
Tcpu = Tseq

+

Tcomplsq

+

Tcomp2_sq

----------------------------(1}

Tcpu is total execution and preparing time in CPU mode.
Tscq

is preparing time in; read input, read weightl (for input layer and hidden layer), read

weight2(for hidden layer and output layer).
TcompI_sq

is computation time in computation! (for input layer and hidden layer), as a

sequential operation.
Tcomp2_sq

is computation time in computation2(for hidden layer and output layer),as a

sequential operation.
Tmix = Tseq

+

Tcomplpar

+

Tcomp2_par

+

Tcomm

----------------------------(2}

Tmix

is total execution and preparing time in mixed CPU-ANN mode.

Tscq

is preparing time in; read input, read weightl (for input layer and hidden layer), read

weight2(for hidden layer and output layer),
IcompI_par

is computation time in computation! (for input layer and hidden layer), as a

parallel operation.
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Tcomp2_par is computation time in computation2 (for hidden layer and output layer),as a
parallel operation.
Tcomm is Overhead for communication between CPU and ANN. This time is about 12-26
clock cycles (measured by OUT instruction of Pentium clock cycle) [10].
From equation ( 1) and (2).

1. TcPu is a sequential operation. Four factors affect TCPU: I.number of input
vectors, 2.number of input nodes, and 3. number of hidden nodes and 4. number of
output nodes.
2.T111 ix is a mix sequential-parallel operation In case of sequential operation, the
execution time is same as Tcpu. But in parallel operation (Tcompl_par and Tcomp2_par ), the
main factor that affects its value is only the number of input vector.
3. Tcomm is the overhead for communication between CPU and ANN. It is about
12-26 clock cycles.

5.2 Experiment and results
From table 5-1 to table 5-3 and figure 5-1 to figure 5-3.
I .Increasing of number of input nodes, number of hidden nodes and number of
output nodes will increase clock cycles in sequential part of CPU and sequential part of
mixed CPU-ANN mode.
Sequential part of CPU includes preparing input, weight and sequential
computation.
-Preparing input has two factors: number of input vectors and number of
input nodes.
-Preparing weightl has two factors: number of input nodes and number of
hidden nodes.
21

-Preparing weight2 has two factors: number of hidden nodes and number of
output nodes.
-Sequential compuatationl has three factors: number of input vectors,
number of input nodes and number of hidden nodes.
-Sequential compuatation2 has three factors: number of input vectors,
number of hidden nodes and number of output nodes.
Sequential part of mixed CPU-ANN mode is preparing input, weights in CPU.
Number of input nodes, hidden nodes and output nodes are not effected in the part
of parallel execution.
2.Increasing of number of input vector affects both CPU and CPU-ANN mode. It
results in longer input preparation time and longer computation time. In CPU mode, as
the number of input vector increases, it takes more time compared to CPU-ANN mode.
3.The execution time in CPU part is 3.3 to 24.5 times of mixed CPU-ANN mode,
in case of non-pipelining, and 4-9 to 26.8 times, in case of pipelining.
4.Comparing between part of sequential and parallel execution of mixed CPUANN mode. From table 5-3,
A number of input vectors are 10 input vectors and parallel computation is 2,320
clock cycles, but a sequential part is longer preparation time, depends on a size of ANN
module.
5.Pipelining execution takes time less than non-pipelining execution. Pipelining
execution is the execution of a function of the next cycle beginning before the function of
the current cycle is completed, the other is non-pipelining.
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Table 5-1. Execution time of CPU and mixed CPU-ANN mode
(non-pipeline and pipelining)
. ....... ·-.........-..............-.. ···--·······-·-·-·--·--········-· ·-·-····-·-···--··--···-·-·-··-· ····-······ ·······-·-··--· ··-······ . .. ···-··-·······-··- -·-·····-· ........ ···-······-··-······r····

ANN Size

Tcpu

Tmix_np Tmix_pipe Tcomp_sq

2x2x2

11'168

2.268

3,312

·····················--····-·- ... ·······························-·-· ·············----··-····--··-· -

Tseq

10.190

..... ·····1

Tcomp_np Tcomp_pipjTcomm

978

2.320

····--·-----···········--- ------······-···········-·-- ···--·····-·················-··· ·--··-----···---··-·-·

1.276

I

·-····----······-····-~-

1~--1
...

I

3x3x3

23,885

3,386

2,842

22,333

1,552

2,320

1,~76

~J

4x4x4

41,468

4,572

3,528

39,230

2,238

2,320

1,276

14

r-·-~x5x5

63,926

5,370

4,326

60,890

3,036

2.:320

1,276 --1-~-1

r--

I

+
;H
-----1 ---- -

--·--+-------+------;------r---------r--- --l

~:~~:~-- -~:;_1~-:·-5-56 +---:-::-:--:--+--:-·::: 1817~34~0
__
8

: :::

:

::~ ~::~

·······--·--··----·-·-·-· ---·-·--··--·-·- !----·-------+-----+-------+--·- - - - - - -

8x8x8

160,532

-1

8,436

7,392

154,430

6,102

2,320

-9:9:9--"2~~~~8 ~9.682

8,638

195,130

7,348

2,320

----9~995~~0.590

1,2751-~;-

- 8. 706

2.320

1.276

-~o~~-;;~-; -;~-9~-;-95

11.040

1 276

141

1-- -~-~ --

----+-------+-----+---------+-----+------+---- -----;-------·------r----

10x10x12 273,896
10x10x14 298,496

11,600

10,556

12,160

11,116

264,630
288,670

9,266

2,320

9,826

2,320

14

1.276

······ I
14 I

---+--------!'-----+----+-------

10x12x10 298,290

12,174

11,130

288,450

9,840

2,320

.-·-·i

1,276

[

-----1

1,276

14

j
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Figure 5-1. A Comparison execution time of CPU and mixed CPU-ANN mode
(non-pipelining and pipelining)
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From table 5-1. We can compare speed up between Tmix and T cpu
T1111x

NT11 + N Texe -------------------------------------------(3}

Tcpu

NT\,+ Tim ----------------------------------------------(4)

Where
N

Number of input vectors
Time for preparing input vectors and weights

Texe

Execution time for ANN operation
Execution time for CPU operation

From Equation(3) and (4). We can find the speedup.
T x
T,f'"
1111

NTw + NTexe
NT,.. + Thw
NT,,.,

1+--"·-"
NTW

Spee d up = - - l + 01w
NTW
Texe
1+ Tw

speed up = - - - 1 + __!__ 01\1
NT"

Then,
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1
-+1
Speedup

= ---'a~--

1

1 T

1\I

- + -1a N Texe

l+a

Speedup

1 + af3
N

Speedup ratio
50
40

§-

30

"'O
Q)
Q)

(])

20
10
0

number of input vectors

Figure 5-2. A Comparison of speedup and number of input vectors
(compare to execution time of CPU and mixed CPU-ANN mode)

In case of input vectors and weights are in cache memory, we can calculate the clock
cycle of Tmix and Tcpu· An access time in cache memory is about 0.25 times of access in
DRAM[18]. The equations are as follow;

Tcpu
T1111x

=

Tcomp sq + NTram_update -------------------------------------------(5)

= Tseq + Tcompl_yar + Tcomp2_par + Tcomm ---------------------------(6)
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From equation (5). Tcpu has time for execution and updating in DRAM, but it does not
include preparing time for input vectors and weights because all the input vectors and
weights are in cache memory already.

Table 5-2. Execution time of CPU and mixed CPU-ANN mode
(in case of the data in cache memory)

Number of input vector

Tm ix

Tcpu

Tcomp_seq

Tram_update
30
60
90
120
150

30

9,212

7,808

7,628

180

35

10,687

9,108

8,898

210

40

12,162

45

13,637

11,708

11,438

270

50

15, 112

12,977

12,707

300
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From table 5-2. Tram_updatc, the write cycle of CPU takes 3-1-1-1 clock cycles [19]. The
detail of time for updating in DRAM is shown in last column of table 5-2. We compare
Pentium clock cycle of Tmix and Tcpu If all the data are in cache memory, then Pentium
clock cycle in TCPU part is less than Tm ix operation.
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Table 5-3. Execution time of sequential and parallel part in mixed CPU-ANN mode
ANN Size

Tann_seq

Tann_par

3x1x3

1,202

2,320

3x2x3

1,377

2,320

3x3x3

1,552

2,320

3x4x3

1,727

2,320

3x5x3

1,902

2,320

3x6x3

2,077

2,320

3x7x3

2,252

2,320

3x8x3

2,427

2,320

3x9x3

2,602

2,320

3x10x3

2,777

2,320

--

Q)

TI
>-

u

.Y.

u
0

0
c

::::l

~
Q)

0...

f'-f'

~
ANN Size

Tann

~s~;1

Tann_par

1

I

Figure 5-3. A Comparison of sequential and parallel part in mixed CPU-ANN mode
Conclusion

An assembly programming is adopted to evaluate this scheme. In this simulation,
after we accumulate the whole processor clock cycle, finally, we compare CPU part and
mixed CPU-ANN execution. The comparison results are shown in table 5-1 to table 5-3
and figure 5-1 to figure 5-3.
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In part CPU computation and sequential part of mixed CPU-ANN computation
there are four factors that affect its performance; for instance, number of input vectors,
numbers of input nodes, number of hidden nodes and number of output nodes. But in
parallel part of mixed CPU-ANN execution, there is only one factor, that is a number of
input vectors.
T cPu

TANN

takes more time than TANN. Because T CPU has only sequential part, while

has both sequential and parallel parts.
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CHAPTER 6: A SOLUTION OF CACHE COHERENCE
PROBLEM
The details of performance evaluation of this model, proposed technique, an
experiment and results are discussed in the last chapter. This chapter provides a solution
of cache coherence problem, an experiment and result. Section 6.1 presents the proposed
technique. Section 6.2 provides a solution of cache coherence problem and section 6.3
presents an experiment and results.

6.1 Proposed technique
The cache consistency controller that maintains cache and DRAM consistency
can be implemented by a microcontroller--a single Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI)
chip. A microcontroller contains devices and functions identical to a microcomputer [8].
6.2 A solution of cache coherence problem
Case I.

When the time for invalidation in cache memory is less than the time in parallel
computation, we will use the partial invalidation technique--a technique for invalidation
in cache memory, this technique invalids each memory location at a time [12].

n* Tinv < T ANN_par* i ............... (1)
where

n

is number of output addresses
is number of input vectors

Tinv

is invalidation time

TANN par is parallel computation time
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Case2
When the time for invalidation in cache memory is more than or equals the time
in parallel computation, we will use the flushing technique -- a technique for invalidation
in cache memory, this technique is the flushing all the content of memory locations at a
time [12].

n* Tinv 2: T ANN_par * i .............. (2)

where

n

is number of output addresses
is number of input vectors

Tinv

is invalidation time

TANN ~par

is parallel computation time

Pentium

Cache
SRAM

;I
BUS SYSTEM

l

Figure 6-1. A solution of cache coherence problem in case of partial invalidation
technique
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Pentium

AHOLD

Cache

L2
Controller

SRAM

H---

-~~-

Cache
Consistency
Controller

------------

BUS SYSTEM

Figure 6-2. A solution of cache coherence problem in case of flushing technique
Invalidation process in L 1 (internal cache)
I .Cache consistency controller transfers the address to L2 controller.
2. L2 controller activates to CPU's AHOLD input and the processor in response
ceases to drive its address bus and prepares to receive a snoop address over its address
bus. The L2 then transfers the memory address from the its register to the processor local
bus.
3.L2 controller signals CPU by EADS# signal. The EADS# signal tells the
processor that a valid address is on its local bus.
4.CPU interrogates the address in L 1 cache(snoop).
5.lf cache hit (snoop hit), CPU notifies to L2 controller by HIT# signal.
6.After cache hit, L2 controller signal CPU by INV signal, in case of invalidation
or FLUSH# signal, in case of flushing.
-Each step takes one Pentium clock cycle.
/11validation process in L 2 (external cache)
I .Cache consistency controller transfers the address to L2 controller.
2.L2 controller keeps the address and compare to L2 cache. If the address in
31

cache is the same as the address in L2 controller. Finally, L2 controller invalidates that
address in L1.
-Each step takes one Pentium clock cycle.
Note: L 1 is internal cache
L2 is external cache
6.3 Experiment and results
Table 6-3 shows the invalidation time in L 1 and L2 cache compared with Tann in
case of pipelining computation and non-pipelining computation. If number of input
vectors increases, Tann also increases. If number of output addresses increases,
invalidation time increases.
Cache coherence controller provides cache and DRAM consistency. The
drawback of this approach is that when the cache update takes place, the CPU must hold
all cache operations.
Table 6-1. Time for invalidation in Cache Size L1
Cache Size

Number of pages

time for inva\idation(CLK)

4 KB

1,024 pages

6,144

8 KB

2,048 pages

12,288

16 KB

4,096 pages

24,576

Table 6-2. Time for invalidation in Cache Size L2
Cache Size

Number of pages

time for inva\idation(CLK)

64 KB

16,384 pages

32,768

128 KB

32,768 pages

65,536

256 KB

65,536 pages

131,072

512 KB

131,072 pages

262, 144
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Table 6-3. Time for invalidation in L 1 and L 2
Vector

#Output address

I

T(L 1_update)

T(L2_update)

Tann(comp_np)

Tann(comp_pipe)

5

110

660

220

1, 160

696

5

116

696

232

1, 160

696

212

1,272

2,320

1,276

6,000

4,640

2,436

10

··.---·-·-----------.-·-·-·

20

1,000
··---

2,300

20
50

980
·······-·····-·

50

............

13,800

2,436

5,880

5,916

······-······-·--...

1,933

5,916

11,598

3,866

11,700

3,900

23,200

11,716

. ·········- ............_

100

1,950
.................._..........

························

100

2,000

12,000

4,000

23,200

11,716

100

3,865

23, 190

7,730

23,200

11,716

100

4,000

24,000

8,000

23,200

11,716

..........

Input vector

is number of input vector, in parallel execution of ANN module

T(Ll_updatc)

is time for invalidation in cache levell

T(L2_updatc)

is time for invalidation in cache level2

T ANN(comp_np)

is computation clock cycle in parallel part, non-pipelining

T ANN(comp_pipcl

is computation clock cycle in parallel part, pipelining

Conclusion
A cache consistency controller is designed to solve cache coherence

problem. This controller will notify to cache controller to invalid addresses location in
each memory.
When the time for invalidation in cache memory is less than the time
in parallel computation, we use the partial invalidation technique.
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When the time for invalidation in cache memory is more than or equals
the time in parallel computation, we use the flushing technique.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS
This chapter will conclude the performance evaluation of the model and a solution
of cache coherence problem.
7.1 Performance evaluation of the model
An assembly language is used for this evaluation. CPU is a sequential operation,
while mixed CPU-ANN mode is a mix sequential-parallel operation
An evaluation is measured by comparing Pentium clock cycles between CPU and
mixed CPU-ANN mode. When we integrate ANN module to Conventional PC, this
module takes execution time less than the part of CPU. That means, parallel computation
in ANN module has gained advantage.
The important factors in CPU computation and sequential computation in mixed
CPU-ANN mode are; number of input nodes, number of hidden nodes, number of output
nodes and number of input vectors. While the factor in the part of parallel execution in
mixed CPU-ANN mode is only a number of input vectors.
7.2 A solution of cache coherence problem
Cache coherence problem is solved by applying an additional cache consistency
controller. This controller will notify to cache controller to invalid cache memory if the
addresses are the same as the address in cache memory.
If the time for invalidation in cache memory is less than parallel computation time

in ANN module, we use the partial invalidation technique.
If the time for invalidation in cache memory is more than or equal parallel
computation time in ANN module, we use the flushing technique.
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The main factor of parallel computation part is the number of input vectors, and
the main factor that has effect on cache memory invalidation time is the number of output
addresses.
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Appendix A : Detail of Instruction Coding
--····-·----·----·-···---

_______ ___
._.

---------·---,

·---·

--·~·------·

Instr. Code

Meaning

Pro. Cycle(486)

Format

Pro. Cycle(pentium)

---

--·

add

add interger

--·-·--·-

add reg.reg

1

1 or 3

add mem,reg

3

1 or 3

2

add reg,mem

-

--·-----

1 or 3
··----·----

add reg,imm

1

1 or 3

call

call a procedure

call (near) mem

5

2

cmp

compare

cmp mg.reg

1

1 or 2

cmp mem,reg

2

1 or 2

cmp reg,imm

1

1or2

cmp mem,imm

2

1 or 2

8-20

1-7

8-89

39-42

----------- -·

·-

-·-----·-

.....

··--

fadd

addition

fadd mem

--·

·---

fd1vr

fdivr

reverse divide real

--·--·----

--·---------

""""""""

-·--------~-

fld

load real

fld data

fld1

push+ 1.0 onto the FPU stack

fldz
fmul

---·-·------~--- ---·-----·~·-·----·--

3-103

1-3

fld1

4

2

push+ 0.0 onto the FPU stack

fldz

4

2

multiple real

fmul

11-27

1-7

--

f---

---··
....-------·-·----

·----·····-·--·-·-···---------·- >--·

fstp

store real and pop

3-176

fstp mem

----

1-3

--

-···-··--··-- ·-·····

fsubr

reverse subtraction

fwait

wait

imul

sign interger multiple

-··--·-~--~

fsubr

8-35

1-7

fwait

1-3

1-3

imul reg

42

..

-

--

- --

~·----·-·----

10-11

------imul mem

42

10-11

imul reg,imm

42

10

imul reg,reg,imm

42

10

increg16

1

1

inc mem

3

--·-~--------

···-·-~

----

inc

increment by 1

-·------- i - - - - · - - - · - · - · · - - -..- · - - - - - - · - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - ....................
,_______

·--·-·-·-···-·-----

..

jmp

jump

jump (short) label

jge

]Ump on some condition code

jl

i----·-----·-----·-·--·

1 or 3

----------·--··---3

1

jcc

3/1

1

jump on some condition code

JCC

3/1

1

lea

load effective address

lea reg,mem

2

1

mov

move to/from special registers

mov reg.reg

1

1

mov mem,reg

1

1

mov reg,mem

1

·-----

--

------·----

--·------

____ ____

---·-·········--·------

.,

·-·--·-·-·-~---------

-------····-·-- - · ·

mov mem,imm
!-----·-···-

mov reg,1mm
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.

1

1

1

1

---·

···---·~-·-----~---·--f--·

r'~~~~~~~out

pop

--- ..------·-··-·------ -----·······..-··----·---·----

---·-·-··---··

Pro. Cycle(486)

Pro. Cycle(pentium)

out pt.ace

10

12-26

out DX, ace

10

12-26

1

1

pop mem

4

3

pop seg

3

3

push reg

1

1

Meaning

output data to port

pop a word from the stack

Format

pop reg

----·

~-----··--·

··-··

·----~.-----·

push

push operand onto the stack

push mem
-····---------·- --·-·------·---·ret
return from procedure

-

--

1 or 2

4

--- ----

_____...._

--·---------

ret (near)

5

2

rel (far)

13

4-23

ret(near)imm

5

3

--

--

ret(far) 1mm

shl

shift left

4-23

5
-··- ---·--··----..--..

·------·------...

-·-

·----·~

shl reg, 1

3

shl reg.cl

3

4

shl mem,cl

4

4

sub reg.reg

1

sub mem,reg

3

1 or 3

sub reg.mem

2

1 or 2

sub reg,imm

1

1 or 3

sub mem,imm

3

1 or 3

1 or 3

f-·

-···----~-----·····-·-

-·-sub
--~-----~·---

------

subtract intergers

---------

--

·-·-

1 or 2

-

-·--

~~-~-~---··-......-.....'--·-·--······

-

---·-----~--------

--

-·

-----·-

--

-··-----·- -·------------·----- xor
logical.Exclusive OR
xor reg.reg

_______.._... _-

1
r---··

--..

1or2
-------~···------·

xor mem,reg

3

1or3

xor reg.mem

2

1 or 2

......

~-
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